Sawn Thin Stone Product Overview

Natural Facing has a large selection of sawn tech natural thin stone veneer. Our easily-installed, adhered stone veneer comes in many different shapes, including mosaic, roughly rectangular, and ledgestone.
Why Sawn Thin Stone?

GO WHERE BUILDING STONE CAN’T
With a considerably lower weight, Natural Facing thin stone veneer is quicker and easier to install than full thickness building stone. Natural Facing typically doesn’t require special footings or support ledges.

THE NATURAL FACING ADVANTAGE
Our product line offers extensive stone selections with numerous color variations, excellent quality, and great coverage. Natural Facing has accommodating lead times and excels in large project management.

Installation
The basic schematics for installation shown are not to scale. Contact us for more details.

YOU CAN’T FAKE NATURAL
Natural Facing thin stone veneer is real stone cut to 1” to 1.5” nominal thickness. Due to its texture and color variations, it evokes a natural beauty that manufactured stone can’t mimic. Because it is authentic stone, Natural Facing wears and weather naturally and maintains its integrity with a long lifespan and long-term value. Natural Facing is a sustainable building material with a minimal footprint.

OVER CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS
- CMU Backup
- Mortar Setting Bed
- Natural Facing Veneer
- Mortar Joint (or dry impression* as shown)

OVER WOOD FRAMING
- Wood Framing
- Exterior Grade Sheeting
- (2) Layers of WRB
- Lath
- Mortar Scratch Coat
- Mortar Setting Bed
- Natural Facing Veneer
- Mortar Joint (or dry impression* as shown)
- Concrete Foundation
- Weep Screed

CORNERS AND ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE!

*Material is packaged figuring a ½” mortar joint for installation. Field cuts and tight joints will affect overall coverage.

Where to Buy
Find a Distributor near you at naturalfacing.com/where-to-buy/
Contact us directly at 866-369-8952 or info@naturalfacing.com